Class of

2019

Developing habits of the heart and
mind for a life of purpose and service

Reflections on TCS from some Class of 2019 grads
Elie Spoor ’19

Ann Arbor, U.S.A. • Queen’s University, Canada
Going into medicine is something I have always been interested in, and my search for a
university was very much centred around healthcare-related programs. I looked at nursing
science and health science programs in the U.S. and Canada and applied to schools in both
countries. I was very unsure of where I wanted my university to be, so I applied to many
schools in all corners of each country. The TCS Guidance Department and many amazing
faculty members were invaluable during the university application process, helping me with
everything from standardized test writing to scholarship applications and everything in
between as I navigated two completely different university systems. Ultimately, the trifecta of atmosphere, a
scholarship opportunity, and a great nursing science program felt the best at Queen’s University, and I am thrilled
to see where my university journey takes me!

Harrison Wou ’19

Hong Kong, China • Durham University, U.K.
Throughout my journey at TCS, I was fortunate enough to have adults in my circle that played
pivotal roles in my personal growth. Not only did they motivate me to be more academically
inclined, but they also mentored me to become a more balanced and mindful individual.
Starting in Grade 10, TCS quickly became my home for the past three years, and I will be
forever grateful for my advisor, friends and teachers who supported me relentlessly. TCS is
undoubtedly a place of diversity with countless opportunities offered, ranging from the arts to
service and athletics-my time at TCS was never dull as I was always able to embrace various
passions. Juggling seven Advanced Placement courses, and other courses predominantly in the senior social
sciences, TCS has prepared me well for the next chapter of my life, studying law in the U.K. at Durham University.

Kenny Onyeka ’19

Calgary, Canada • Western University, Canada
Attending TCS was the most rewarding choice I have made so far, and I will forever be
grateful for the opportunities I was given. In my first year, I quickly discovered and worked
to take advantage of all of the extra-curriculars that were offered. I found that the caring
environment created by the staff really encouraged me to strive for the best. One teacher that
was instrumental during my time at TCS was Dr. Pontieri, who constantly reinforced my love for
biology throughout the two years I was lucky to have her as my Advanced Placement teacher.
This encouraged me to enroll in the health sciences with biology program at Western University.
Besides academics, TCS helped me to develop a deep love for community service as well as sports. I was proud to
be named Female Athlete of the Year at graduation! I had help every step of the way throughout my three year
journey, and I largely credit TCS for helping me to become the well-rounded individual I am today.

Universities attended by TCS grads in the last five years
Canada (Top 20)

		
# of Students
Queen’s University			86
University of Toronto		
79
Western University
58
St. Francis Xavier University
28
Dalhousie University 		
21
McGill University 		
21
Wilfrid Laurier University 		
21
University of Guelph 		
19
Ryerson University
17
University of Waterloo
17
University of British Columbia
15
Trent University 		
15
McMaster University 		
14
University of Ottawa
14
Bishop’s University 		
9
Concordia University
8
York University 		
7
Brock University 			
6
Acadia University 			
4
Ontario College of Art and Design
4

United Kingdom (Top 10)
		
University of St. Andrews 		
University of Leeds 		
University of Bristol 		
Durham University 		
University of the Arts London
Imperial College London 		
University of Liverpool 		
Newcastle University 		
University College London 		
University of York 			
		

		

# of Students
7
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
1

United States (Top 10)

		
Northeastern University 			
University of California, Berkeley 		
New York University 			
Brown University			
Emory University 			
Georgia Institute of Technology		
Rhode Island School of Design 		
Rochester Institute of Technology 		
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
University of Washington 		

International (Top 10)

		
University College Dublin 			
Universidad Iberoamericana 		
Chinese University of Hong Kong 		
Erasmus University Rotterdam 		
University of Mannheim
John Cabot University 			
RWTH Aachen University 		
University of Queensland 		
University of Lübeck		
University Targu Mures (Medical)		

# of Students
5
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

# of Students
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Where TCS grads go to university
in 2019:
USA (6%) Other (4%)
Gap Year (6%)
United Kingdom (8%)
Ontario (63%)
Canada (other)
(13%)

Class of 2019 Destinations

Eric Kim ’19

Gyeongsangnam-do, South Korea • University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.
When I first stepped foot on the beautiful TCS campus as a young 7th grader, I had no idea
what to expect. During my time at TCS, I was not only given the opportunity to try new
things, but I was also provided ample resources that enabled me to enrich my own high school
experience. For example, my Grade 10 careers class created a safe environment for me to face the
daunting uncertainty of my academic future regarding colleges through the research of specific
universities and programs that are interesting to me. After researching schools, I formed a
general idea of the qualities of a school that appealed to me; “Grade 10 Eric” wanted his school to
be globally prestigious, highly academic and located near a city with nice weather. Ultimately this led to my decision
to attend the University of California at Berkeley near sunny San Francisco. In retrospect, I was able to smoothly
proceed through the college application process thanks to the support of my guidance counsellor and other great
teachers and mentors. Thank you, TCS!

Fields of study for the 2019 graduating class:
Our students are starting their post-secondary studies in a wide range of fields
Arts/Humanities 33
Business/Commerce 26
Engineering 12
Science 11

Health/Medical Science 9
Gap Year 9
Fine Arts 7
Computer Science 4

our graduating class were
87.5% ofOntario
Scholars

Education 3
Kinesiology 2
Law 2
Nursing 2

offered scholarships worth over
69% were
$1.0 million

The AP Capstone Program

Total number of AP
exams written by
TCS students
in 2019: 288

AP Results

The Advanced Placement (AP) Capstone program is a two-year course of study for
Grade 11 and 12 students that focuses on critical thinking, collaborative problem
solving and research skills. Students take this program in order to challenge themselves.
The program also provides excellent enrichment and preparation for university, and
it allows students to distinguish themselves in their applications to universities.

Exams
Written

2019
2018
2017		
2016
2015		

288
197 		
269		
272		
274 		

82%
73%
80%		
76%		
75%		

17%
21%
15%
21%
26%

Number of exams written for each subject in 2019:
Biology 13
Calculus AB 21
Chemistry 18
Chinese Language & Culture 16
Comparative Government and Politics 5
Computer Science A 18
Computer Science Principles 42
English Language & Composition 22
English Literature & Composition 8
Environmental Science 11
French Language & Culture 19

German Language & Culture (exam only) 1
Japanese Language & Culture (exam only) 2
Microeconomics 14
Physics 1 20
Physics 2 12
Psychology 1
Research 6
Seminar 17
Spanish Language & Culture (exam only) 1
Statistics 10
Studio Art - Drawing 11

All TCS students are guided and supported in their own TCS
Signature Journey throughout their time at TCS.
• Shared Experiences
• Personal Path
• Wise Counsel
• Key Realizations

The TCS Signature Journey gives each student a strong start
on a long and exciting adventure - one that stretches from our
campus to further education and career and carries through
the full arc of a life of purpose and service. We equip our
students to travel well wherever they may go from here,
by instilling both the foresight to consider the
destination and the perspective to appreciate the
joy and value of the journey itself.

Course
Selection

To support the Signature Journey, our guidance Enrichment
Opportunities
team meets with students, in groups and
individually, at every grade level to help
Conflict
Resolution
and guide in areas of academic and
social-emotional growth.
Post-secondary
Applications

Guide students to think about their values
Grow awareness of educational pathways
Educate about planning for the future
Facilitate social-emotional understanding, development and education
Academic counsellors focus on goal setting, post-secondary and course selection
Social-Emotional counsellors offer the opportunity to explore, understand and work
through personal issues such as motivation, self-esteem, managing failure, dealing
with conflict

Managing
Stress

Henry Gauthier ’19

Westmount, Canada • Bishop’s University, Canada
While I was nervous when I first started TCS as I had never spent much time away from home,
I thought it would be smart to experience living away from home before university. Choosing
TCS was definitely the right choice. The environment was always very positive, encouraging me
to go as far as I could. While academics were sometimes challenging, there were many resources
available to help me through, like the great academic support team. On the athletics front, I was
also very pleased with TCS. The teams at TCS may have been smaller in terms of the number of
athletes but we always fought harder than our opponents and did very well. The new athletics
centre is a pretty amazing facility for a focused athlete too. I feel like TCS has done an amazing job preparing me for
the next part of my journey as I head to Bishop’s University to study business and to play rugby. TCS was amazing on
many fronts with the most valued experience being the friends and relationships I built with the people at TCS.

Birsu Balaban ’19

Ankara, Turkey • University of Toronto, Canada
Everybody has likely experienced a life-changing moment in their lives. Mine was my time at
TCS. The two years that I was at TCS helped me to gain a new perspective, and skills that helped
me with my future plans. Being in Grade 12 at a school like TCS was challenging, however I had
the best teachers and most fun classes ever. All of my teachers, my advisor and my guidance
counsellor helped me as much as they could while I was working my way into the university that
I always dreamed of as an international student. With their lead, I was able to do my best and get
into the University of Toronto for the engineering science program. I would never have been able
to get through this overwhelming year without the community and support we had at TCS. I am so proud that I had
a chance to be a part of this exceptional school.

